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Minutes of the 7TH MEETING OF THE COORDINATING 
GROUP of EU-supported action on Sustainable 

Urban Mobility Plans 

7-8 JUNE 2017 

Presentations are available on Eltis.org.  
 http://www.eltis.org/resources/promotional-materials/7th-meeting-sump-

coordination-group-brussels-7-8-june-2017  

1. ATTENDANCE 

The first day of the meeting was attended by the following people: Teije Gorris, DTV 
Consultants, ELTIS, chair), Jan-Willem van der Pas (DTV Consultants, ELTIS, minutes), 
Madeleine Kelly (DG MOVE), Susanne Boehler-Baedeker (Rupprecht Consult 
SATELLITE), Ana Dragutescu (ICLEI, SUMPS-UP), Guy Hitchcock (Ricardo-AAE, Urban 
Roadmaps Tool),  Vincent Leiner (DG REGIO), Christof Marx (EASME), Robert Pressl 
(FGM-Amor, PROSPERITY), Fabio Tomasi (Trieste Area Science Park, SIMPLA),  Andree 
Woodcock (University of Coventry, SUITS), Peter Jones (CREATE), Dagmar Koehler 
(Polis, European Mobility Week/SUMP Award), Markus Delfs (MYC),   Octavia Stepan 
(INEA), Ancuta-Florica Pasca, INEA, Ivo Cré (SATELLITE), Maria Morfoulaki, (REFORM), 
Roberto Tomasi (Eltis), Piotr Rapacz (DG MOVE), Matilde Chinellato (GO-SUMP),  

 

2. OPENING BY THE CHAIR 

Teije Gorris (ELTIS) 

- Welcome and introduction by the chair starting at 13:15h  
- Short introduction round 

3. FOLLOW-UP ON THE ACTIONS FROM THE 6TH 

MEETING OF THE COORDINATING GROUP, INCLUDING THE 

UPLOADS ON ELTIS WHICH WERE COMMITTED. 

Teije Gorris (ELTIS) 

 

The actions from the sixth meeting are included in Appendix 1. The table included in the 
appendix shows the current status of the actions of the 6th meeting.  

Action: (Sec) send out information on how to use the Eltis personal space on the site. 

http://www.eltis.org/resources/promotional-materials/7th-meeting-sump-coordination-group-brussels-7-8-june-2017
http://www.eltis.org/resources/promotional-materials/7th-meeting-sump-coordination-group-brussels-7-8-june-2017
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Action: (Christof Marx) will make sure that the Evidence project deliverables are 
available to Eltis. 

Action: (Sec) will look into linking the tools on the Eltis portal to the different themes as 
proposed during the meeting. 

Action: (JASPERS) to share the information on the SUMP Trainings to the SUMP 
Coordination Group 

  

4. UPDATES ON THE EC URBAN MOBILITY POLICY 

Piotr Rapacz (DG MOVE) 

- The Europe on the Move package (including emission standards for cars and vans, 
and first-ever emission standards for heavy duty vehicles) was adopted 31 May 
2017. 

- Delegated Regulation of the ITS Directive for the provision of EU-wide multimodal 
travel information services was adopted by the Commission on May 31.  

- On June 1st the tender on urban mobility indicators (technical assistance for cities) 
was launched, deadline is 24th July. 

- Member States Expert Group on Urban Mobility – two/three meetings per year.  
Next meeting: +/- early October, date to be confirmed. The current idea is to use 
the group to discuss priority issues for EC and cities.  

- Clean Buses Deployment Initiative – signature of the Declaration on Clean Buses is 
scheduled for 13 July 2017 at the plenary session of the Committee of the Regions 
(CoR); cities interested will be invited to sign this. 

- European Mobility Week (16-22 September) includes car-free day(s). Please bear in 
mind that this is a good opportunity for air quality monitoring, testing out potential 
pedestrian zones, etc. 

- Guidance document on access regulations to be published June/July.  
- Comprehensive website/platform on access regulation schemes recently revamped, 

more user-friendly, interesting for this group: www.urbanaccessregulations.eu  
- EU strategy on cycling – blueprint prepared bottom-up by stakeholders in the past 

year to be presented to the Transport Commissioner on 16 June during the Velocity 
congress. 

5.  UPDATE FROM DG REGIO  

(Vincent Leiner, DG REGIO) 

- Urban transport in 2014-2010. 2.4 billion Euro fund available for urban mobility 
investments, 149 programmes for urban transport at DG REGIO. 

- Partners should not work in isolation: DG REGIO is promoting the SUMP concept, 
the SUMP Coordination Group and the portal. 

- In Dubrovnik the three SUMP projects and the SUMP platform had separate 
presentations, which raised some questions among the audience. Vincent stresses 
that the SUMP platform should be presented as a single access point and one stop 
shop and we should keep it one brand. 

http://www.urbanaccessregulations.eu/
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- Policy developments: under the Dutch presidency in May 2016 the pact of 
Amsterdam was proposed which suggested establishing an Urban agenda for EU. 
Basically: developing urban policies that reflect urban realities. This initiative was 
endorsed by the member states and is called the urban agenda. 12 thematic themes 
e.g. housing, urban poverty, etc. and one of the topics is urban mobility. Covered by 
the mobility partnership: a partner approach to work on urban issues. There is an 
existing community. The 2013 UM package stated that member states should 
become involved in adapting the SUMP concept–> Important for the SCG in this 
context are the country profiles and the city database.  

- We need a mechanism to say what is a good SUMP: we need to have a couple of 
examples of a good SUMP ('best practices'). How can we identify a few good 
SUMPs? Suggestion is to put this on the agenda for next meeting. Action: (Sec):  
next meeting discuss this subject)   

- SUMPS-UP and PROSPERITY are dealing with these issues. They would also like a 
structured discussion on that for next meeting. Also: Greece is developing such an 
evaluation. 

- Ivo: Partnership on Urban Mobility is a group of 14 partners and not all are up to 
speed on SUMPS, so SATELLITE is offering to bring them up to speed.  

- SUMPS-UP and PROSPERITY are working on their training materials and they would 
be helped with a couple of good examples of SUMPS before the summer and not 
wait till the next meeting. Common understanding is that this will not be available 
immediately. We should all be on the same page on what is a good SUMP. The 
group agrees that it is more important to do it good than to do it quick. 

6. STATUS UPDATE OF RUNNING PROJECTS 

Andree Woodcock (SUITS): will share a presentation (RIA, 4 year project) 6 deliverables 
– more info in presentation. (Presentation available)  

Highlights are: 

- Conducted a survey on capacity building requirement in cities, analysis is ongoing – 
results at CIVITAS forum and TRA 2018. 

- WP 3 integrate freight and citizen data, currently materials collected and analysis is 
taking place. 

- Wrote an article in the CIVITAS newsletter on freight logistics, April 2017 . 
- Developing toolkit or innovative and sustainable procurement and financing 

(currently piloting) Dissemination: presented at the Romanian metropolitan 
mobility forum.  

- Developed a survey tool to measure trust in times of organisational change, and 
organised a change agent workshop at CIVITAS forum. 

- Developed a process and impact evaluation plan. 
- Dissemination and communication working together with sister projects. 
- Common website with the other two projects is developed. 

Ana Dragutescu (SUMPS-UP) 

- Conclusion of the user need assessment (together with PROSPERITY) are available, 
441 responses over 300 cities. 70% of the cities have or are developing a SUMP. 
58% qualify as a SUMP (self-assessment) needs: support in selecting measures, 
urban logistics, etc. 
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- In process of developing the SUMP tool inventory, will be ready before the CIVITAS 
forum. 

- 3 types of manuals are developed (for starter cities, step-up cities, and more 
advanced cities). 

- Online SUMP registry will be delivered next year. 
- Standards for SUMP action plans. 
- Report on SUMP in member states. 
- In autumn both projects will launch the capacity building programmes. 
- All partner cities have developed 13 pilot activities in the cities. 

Robert Pressl (PROSPERITY) 

- Analysis for the need for coaching for partner cities was performed. 
- Training needs analysis was performed (face-to-face training). 
- Training program is being developed. 
- Established taskforces in each of the member countries (supporting on a national 

level). 
- Carried out innovation workshops, innovation briefs, politician workshop in 

Dubrovnik. 
- Organised the SUMP Conference. 

Fabio Tomassi (SIMPLA) 

- Released the guidelines for harmonisation of SEAPS and SUMPS (presented at SUMP 
conference and other conference). First release, more at the end of the project.  

- Collecting feedback on the training courses. 
- Guidelines are available in English and Romanian (translations will become available 

soon. 
- Online observatory, which is the online version of the guidelines.  
- Launching a training in IT and Bulgaria. 
- Next the coaching phase will start with the most promising cities. 
- A number of webinars will be launched. 

Guy Hitchcock (Urban roadmaps tool) 

- Proposal for final event to be integrated into the CIVITAS forum conference. 
- Feedback is needed on the use of the tool for the final report. 

Ivo Cré (SATELLITE) 

- Evaluation manager had a meeting with the SUMP projects to understand their 
needs. 

- Toolbox is being developed. 
- Site-visit program started (first was in Zagreb). 
- Brought together the CIVITAS projects that have activities in China. 
- There is an external newsletter. 
- Running a process with politicians to link with CIVITAS activities 
- Issue an internal newsletter (next week). 

Dagmar Koehler (European Mobility Week/SUMP Award) 

- Next call for the SUMP award will be opened this September during European 
Mobility Week – theme is clean, shared and intelligent mobility. 
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7. PRESENTATION ABOUT MOBILISE YOUR CITY 

(MYC (DELFS)) (Presentation available)  

- Extensive presentation by Markus Delfs on the MYC, which was launched as a multi-
donor initiative at COP21 in Paris by the founding partners ADEME, CODATU, AFD, 
CEREMA and GIZ, and is supported by the European Commission's Directorate-
General for International Cooperation and Development (DG DEVCO), the French 
Ministry of Environment, Energy and the Sea (MEEM), the French Facility for Global 
Environment (FFEM), and the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature 
Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety (BMUB). 

Discussion:  

- Coming events and MYC’s activities at these events. At COP 23 there will be an 
event at the French and the EU pavilion. At European Development Days there will 
be several activities like seminars on SUMP and NUMP (National Urban Mobility 
Plan). In addition, there was a discussion on the funds and tendering. Supporting 
the cities is done using delegated funds. This needs open and transparent tendering 
for activities and subprograms.  

- Discussion on the tools and the materials used in MYC. Materials that will be used 
need to be prepared on the implementation site, contributing parties will 
participate in developing these, these are partners that have been working on 
development of tools etc. for the past decade. Results will be shared, e.g. a SUMP 
that has been developed in Morocco will also be made available for other countries. 

- What to bring and what to take from the SCG – There is a need for training 
products, curricula etc. that have been developed. An overview of all the knowledge 
is needed, next information is needed on how it can be applied (does it need to be 
modified, is it training material, is it a network, etc.). What MYC can contribute are 
champions. Good examples and champions are identified. Best practices from cities 
and learning from implementing the NUMPS can be interesting. 

- MYC is an ongoing process not a project (e.g. like CIVITAS) 
- SUMPS up and PROSPERITY are cooperating on national advice to national levels, 

there could be synergies to the NUMPS approach. In addition GO-SUMP is active in 
the Mediterranean region: here corporation is also logical. 

8. EVALUATION OF THE EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON 

SUMPS  IN DUBROVNIK, 29 & 30 MARCH 

 

Robert Pressl (Prosperity) (Presentation available)  

 

Discussion: 

- The feedback from the survey completed by conference participants, plus the 

overall opinion of the platform members (as all attended) was extremely positive. 

Excellent location, excellent networking opportunities. Discussion on the balance of 

the conference program over the two days with some comments that the first day 
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was especially good (difficult to decide where to go) but that there was slightly less 

energy on the second day. 

- Future considerations – very interesting and overall positive feedback but similar 

topics to previous years. Differentiate parallel sessions with something new for 

veterans and for the newcomers some topics that are more familiar. 

- Next SUMP conference is in Nicosia (14-15 May 2018). 

- Robert’s recommendations for the new organisers: Video presentation would also 

be an option for the high level presenters (if they have difficulty to attend). 

9. ELTIS PORTAL 

Eltis (Roberto Tomasi)  (Presentation available)  

Discussion: 

PROSPERITY: is developing member state information that will be ready for the CIVITAS 
Forum Conference and can be used to update the member state profile. 

Action: (new projects):  to create a Friend of Eltis profile. 

Action: (all): Request to the group: bring to the attention of the cities you're in touch 
with the city database and make them check whether it is up to date. 

Action suggested by DG MOVE after the meeting (for Eltis manager): present for the 
next meeting a robust plan for updating the city database by mid-2018, starting with the 
ones above 500 000 inhabitants. Note sec: this action will be allocated to the new Eltis 
manager. 

Action: (ELTIS): Single slide information sheet on Eltis that can be used in presentation 
that the group members can use to explain the Eltis essentials and how ELTIS can be 
helpful. 
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DAY 2 

The second day of the meeting was attended by the following people: Teije Gorris (DTV 
Consultants, ELTIS, chair), Jan-Willem van der Pas (DTV Consultants, ELTIS, minutes), 
Madeleine Kelly (DG MOVE), Ana Dragutescu (ICEI, SUMPS-UP),  Guy Hitchcock 
(Ricardo-AAE, Urban Roadmaps Tool), Robert Pressl (FGM-Amor, PROSPERITY), Fabio 
Tomasi (Trieste Area Science park, SIMPLA),  Andree Woodcock (University of Coventry, 
SUITS), Peter Jones (CREATE), Dagmar Koehler (Polis, Mobility Week), Ivo Cré 
(SATELLITE), Maria Morfoulaki, (REFORM), Roberto Tomasi (Eltis), Piotr Rapacz (DG 
MOVE), Matilde Chinellato (GO-SUMP), Octavia Stepan (INEA), Susanne Bohler-
Beadeker (Rupprecht Consult SATELLITE, Joachim Schneider (JASPERS), Claire Depré 
(DG MOVE), Sandra Lysakowska (DG MOVE), Susanne Boehler-Baedeker (Rupprecht 
Consult, SATELLITE).   

 

10. OPENING OF DAY 2 BY THE CHAIR 

Teije Gorris (ELTIS) 

11. PRESENTATION OF THE REFORM PROJECT 

(REFORM (Maria Morfoulaki) (Presentation available)  

Discussion: 

- There are several events as a result of the REFORM project, the events are listed in 

the presentation.  

- When it comes to SUMP and the relationship between a municipality and region 

there is a need for best practices. Two POLYSUMP partners are part of the 

consortium, they dealt with the subject in the POLYSUMP project. There might also 

be a future link with GO SUMP. In addition there can be synergy with SUITS. There 

can also be a synergy with SIMPLA This project is working on the harmonization 

between SEAPs and the regional planning context.  

12. PRESENTATION ABOUT GO SUMP 

GO SUMP (Matilde Chinellato) (Presentation available)  

Discussion: 

- Matilde explains the structure of the INTERREG Mediterranean program. The 
background of the project, ongoing activities and next activities. In addition she 
and provides a brief insight in the different INTERREG Mediterranean urban 
transports projects.  

- There is a link with CIVITAS PORTIS and DESTINATIONS contact between the 
projects will established. Action: (Matilde Chinellato) Share the document with 
the project descriptions of the INTERREG projects and their contact details.  
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13. CIVITAS FORUM CONFERENCE 

SATELLITE (Ivo Cré) (Presentation available) 

- Preliminary Program is handed out and discussed. Sessions on active modes and 
urban logistics should be added. 

- Discussion on how does the roadmap tool integrate with other tools and how can 
they be connected. Suggestion is to let someone from Eltis contribute to this 
session. Next step in finalising the program will be:  

o finalising the applicants; 
o factsheet per session will be distributed; 
o registration tool is open so you can register. 

Action: (All) to inform your project cities that: applications for the CIVITAS award is 
open until 14 July and that they can still apply to be host city for 2018  (deadline 14 
July) 

14. PRESENTATION ABOUT THE CREATE PROJECT 

PETER JONES (UCL)  (Presentation available) 

- Peter explains the background of the CREATE project and some preliminary 
results of the research up to now. 

- There is a work package that looks at Autonomous Vehicles (AV’s) and Emerging 
technologies, so there is more info available on the subject of AV’s and new 
technology.  

Discussion on the cities in different stages of transport policy development that Peter 
presented. The question is whether cities developing a SUMP are in Stage 2 or Stage 3. 
Discussion on how CREATE, and in particular information about the stages can be used 
in SUMP projects and how policy makers can apply and use the stages. The idea is to use 
these stages in the SUMP trainings that are being developed. Transport system plays a 
wider role in delivering city visions and CREATE can assist with this. 

Action suggested by DGMOVE after the meeting: for SUMP trainers: incorporate the 
above into training programmes  

15. EXPLORING SYNERGIES AND COOPERATION – GROUP 

DISCUSSION 

- Teije: overview of deliverables and an overview of events.  
- Action: (all): Check and update the overview with deliverables, new projects add 

their deliverables to the list.  
- Drafts etc. can be shared in this group, everybody is invited to use each other’s 

expertise. Discussion on how we can align the INTERREG 2020 project with the 
H2020 projects (these have different jargon and focus). Baseline is that there is a 
city one stop shop (ELTIS), cities of all projects should know where they can get a lot 
of information on funding opportunities, this type of info should be shared.  
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- Discussion on the events calendar. There are missing events but there is not enough 
information available yet to publish these on Eltis. Action: (all) to add events to the 
Eltis website when information is available.  

- Susanne is currently working on a training event calendar. In July 2017 this can be 
shared. Currently there is an internal working document so we can share all the 
training activities. SUMPs Up is also organising an event calendar for all the 6 
INTERREG projects they are supporting. Action: (SUITS, SATELLITE, PROSPERITY  
other coordinators to add to this): start sharing what we have now on the planning 
of training activities (This can be information on a monthly level regarding topic, 
target group, country). Action: (Sec) come up with a proposal on how to go further 
with this and how to share the planning on training activities. 

- Discussion on synergies and coordination between SUITS, SATELLITE, PROSPERITY 
and the other projects. A template was developed for SUITS, SATELLITE, 
PROSPERITY, they will have a shared visual identity. There will also be a common 
event at the CIVITAS Forum. The needs analyses was also joint for the three 
projects. In essence the three projects are intensively working together. The impact 
evaluation will be challenging, which effects can be allocated to which project? 

16.  UPDATE FROM JASPERS’ SUMP (TRAINING) 

ACTIVITIES 

Jochem Schneider (JASPERS)  

- The training materials from JASPERS are available on their website. Link will be 
distributed. 

- Discussion: JASPERS has been asked to provide additional training in different 
countries (Poland, Spain, Italy, and Portugal) -  extra trainings of two days. The task 
with PROSPERITY is to coordinate the learning activities and an event calendar is 
under development. It would be good to exchange and to make this transparent to 
make sure that the additional activities from JASPERS and ELTIS can be aligned. 
PROSPERITY and SUMPs Up will start the learning activities this year, SUITS starts 
later. JASPERS will be helped by the events calendar so they could also 
communicate this when asked for trainings. It is indicated that among the NFP’s 
there is a fear that JASPERS is competing with their projects. A solution could be to 
start mapping funding needs, or knowledge needs, with the over 100 partner cities 
of the partnership on urban mobility.  

- Is there an indication of the effectiveness or the training? JASPERS hasn’t, SUITS 
tries to develop a method for evaluation and offers to help evaluate the trainings.  

- There is also the need for more data and understanding the cities mobility patterns, 
here the Urban mobility indicators project can help in creating understanding and 
better quality SUMP. 

- JASPERS was asked to take into consideration when planning any additional training 
courses, the Prosperity/Sumps-Up/SUITS training calendar (which is under 
development). Future training activities should be properly coordinated.   

17. SUMP AND SUMP PLATFORM DEVELOPMENTS – 

WHAT’S NEXT? 
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Gorris / van der Pas (ELTIS) 

DISCUSSION: Group discussion and looking forward: What's the perspective for the 
SUMP Platform in the longer term, i.e. beyond the lifetime of the present projects, what 
does the platform need in terms of content and services? 

- Do we need updated guidelines? SUMPs-Up will do this, for now updates of action 
planning and the examples are planned in the end phase of the project (2019). 

- SUMPs-Up will also develop new manuals, themes will be: SUMP and Resilience, 
Small and medium size cities, innovations. Thematic theme suggestions by the 
group:  

o road safety;  
o link between Smart cities and SUMP (how to integrate planes like 

walking, bike plans, traffic safety plan, etc. in a SUMP); 
o theme on public health; 
o SUMP and accessibility. 

- What also could be helpful are easy tools that can help to measure progress. 
- The question was raised of the Commission updating the Annex to its 2013 Urban 

Mobility Package: A concept for Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans, to make it easier 
to define a SUMP. 

- Improving the SUMP concept – discussion with Claire Depré.  
o How to ensure synergies between SUMPs projects? Whom each project 

is outreaching, with what angle etc.? This seems not be tackled in a 
systematic way so far. We need a basic picture (status) when it comes 
to SUMPs in cities across the EU: few good practice examples + 
populated database of cities that have SUMPs (starting with the ones 
above 500 000 inhabitants). 

o How can the EC help? Should SUMPs be mandatory or at least required 
for funding? This doesn’t necessarily mean no SUMP no money – it 
could also mean no SUMP: we will help you develop a SUMP and when 
it is in place we can discuss (funding for) measures, or "soft 
conditionality" with EU funding (i.e. more co-financing from EU for 
those cities that have SUMP in place). 

o  Question is: we are 5 years down the SUMP road, what is next. When it 
comes to knowledge gaps, the questionnaire on knowledge needs is a 
good start and provides an indication of where the issues are.   

- Action: (Sec) a dedicated workshop will be prepared for the next meeting where 
concrete proposals on ways to improve SUMP concept will be presented. Central 
topics: regulation, funding and knowledge.  

18. AOB 

- Discussion on the European Platform branding. All members of the platform are 
strongly encouraged to use the 'European Platform on Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans' 
branding/logo. For the CIVITAS projects there are also clear branding guidelines. It is 
common practice to label deliverables as platform deliverables (using the available 
templates) or at least to use the European Platform logo. Cross linking and branding 
between the European Platform and the member projects increases our joint outreach. 
Furthermore, the platform is likely to outlive individual member projects and will 
continue to promote all key deliverables.  
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Action (all platform members): to identify the deliverables to be published in the 
platform branding/logo. Branding and logo should be included in other project 
communication as much as possible. 

19. SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 7TH CGM 

Day 1 
1. Secretariat: send out the information on how to use the Eltis personal space on the 

site. 
2. Christof Marx: make sure that the Evidence project deliverables are available to 

Eltis. 
3. Secretariat: will look into linking the tools on the Eltis portal to the different 

themes. 
4. JASPERS: to share the information on the SUMP Trainings to the SUMP 

Coordination Group 
5. Secretariat: put the discussion on “what is an example of a good SUMP” on the 

agenda for the 8th Sump Coordination Group Meeting: How can we identify a few 
good SUMPs?   

6. New members /projects:  to create a friends of Eltis profile. 
7. All: Request to the group: bring to attention of the cities the city database and make 

them check whether it is up to date. 
8. New Eltis manager: present for the next meeting a robust plan for updating the city 

database by mid-2018, starting with the ones above 500 000 inhabitants.  
9. Secretariat: Develop a single slide information sheet on Eltis that can be used in 

presentation that the group members can use to explain the Eltis essentials and 
how ELTIS can be helpful. 
 
Day 2 

10. Secretariat: a dedicated workshop will be prepared for the next meeting where 
concrete proposals on ways to improve SUMP concept will be presented. Central 
topics: regulation, funding and knowledge.  

11. All: to inform project cities that: applications for the CIVITAS award is open until 14 
July and that they can still apply to be host city for 2018  (deadline 14 July) 

12. Matilde Chinellato: Share the document with the project descriptions of the 
INTERREG projects and their contact details.  

13. All: Check and update the overview with deliverables, new projects to add their 
deliverables to the list.  

14. All: to add events to the Eltis website when information is available.  
15. SUITS, SATELLITE, PROSPERITY and other coordinators to add to this: start sharing 

what we have now on the planning of training activities. 
16. Secretariat: come up with a proposal on how to go further with the information on 

planning of training activities and how to share the planning. 
17. All: to identify the deliverables to be published in the platform branding/logo. 

Branding and logo should be included in other project communication as much as 
possible. 
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APPENDIX 1  

# Who What status 

1 Secretariat Will look into different ways and needs to 
facilitate tooling for exchange between members 
of our group. To be discussed next meeting. 

Followed up (no 
need, no resources, 
no further action) 

2 Secretariat Will look into how we can facilitate the members 
in how use Eltis profiles. (e.g. how you can 
upload content, events etc.) 

Done 

3 ELTIS and 
NICLAS 

Will see how they can bridge between CIVITAS 
Hub to Eltis. E.g. how can we link events, Teije 
and Nicolas will contact each other. 

Done 

4 ELTIS - Rob 
S 

will interview Guy for the newsletter re the urban 
roadmaps tool.  

Done 

5 DIMA 
Fadda  

Evidence deliverables will be checked whether 
they are also on Eltis 

Done 

6 Robert 
Pressl 

sends out the detailed programme of the coming 
SUMP conference to the members (10 pager). – 
before the end of this week.   Reaction within the 
next two weeks.    

Done 

7 Robert 
Pressl  

sends out a new programme and his four 
questions (everybody can react to Robert).  

Done 

8 Eltis - Guy 

Hitchcock 

 

to investigate how we can link the tools on ELTIS 
to steps in the SUMP cycle. 

Suggestion is to stick 
to the themes from 
the communication. 
The feasibility of 
implementation will 
be assessed by the 
SEC. 

9 Ana  

 

will organise a workshop/meeting where lessons 
learned from the Jaspers training programme can 
be exchanged with the new SUMP-projects. 

Done 

10 Eltis >  will get in contact with JASPERS to see how 
training materials can be uploaded and 
disseminated through the ELTIS contact.  

Done 

11 ELTIS to send out: 

o Template Excel sheet with the key 
deliverables. 

o Template for the list of activities. 
o City database templates. 

 

done 

12 Everybody  • Distribute city database template among the 
cities in their project and return filled in 

done 
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templates to us. 

• Fill in the list with key deliverables and send 
it back to us. 

• Fill in the list of activities and  inform Eltis. 

• Enhance awareness of ELTIS with the cities. 

13 ELTIS To find out how we can incorporate the table 
that shows to which programmes the cities have 
access to of ELTIS. 

done 

14 Eltis to send out the specific needs on case studies on 
specific SUMP steps Everyone to react on this. 

done 

15 Robert to send around his need for ideas on innovation 
on SUMP. Everybody to respond to Robert. What 
are the next innovations in the SUMP Context.  

done 

16 Eltis to send out instructions on updating the member 
profiles, everybody: to update this. 

done 

17 Fabio  

 

will send the list with the abstracts of the 
INTERREG MED programme. 

done 

18 ELTIS To come with an idea on how can we keep on 
updating the city-base and the country profiles.  

done 

19 TEIJE  (ongoing action from the 4th CGM) Check 
deliverable Alpine Community Check with 
PierPaolo Pentuci  

Removed from list: 
not relevant 
anymore 

20 TEIJE Ongoing action from the 4th CGM) Dutch 
workshop on SUMP NL on Eltis portal > this will 
be replaced by a news item. 

Removed from list: 
not relevant 
anymore 

 


